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Hi Rosanne,
Just getting in touch with you about the CPDs. I sat in on the webinar last week and then
took a few days to process the changes. Spoke with
( sharper Electrical and
also an inspector ) about it and he sent me through his email that he had sent to you to
read. And I agree with him on all his points. I think I understand why you guys are doing
this. ( Some electrican s are not that flash when it comes to testing and a good job that is
excepted by the standards ).
The one thing that stood out the most from webinar is the fact that experience doesn't count
anymore.
For myself I went back and did a second apprenticeship as an electrician and have built a
business from scratch which is now ten years old. And have other Electrical contractors
asking for advise.
I understand that the trade school part is very poor. I learnt more by looking things up and
asking questions in the work force. It feels as though if you do the hard work and build
yourself up to have a good reputation then something else gets put in front of you try and
knock you down. I could explain more but I would prefer to be heard by voice not just in
emails because emails don't always get the point across or mis read.
It's like the distributor and retailer problem, they are making it harder and harder to get
work done and the forms actually don't have questions relating to what you want to do.
The old way of getting a person who would come to site and you could discuss what needs
to happen is still the best way. ( Everyone is on the same page ,and not at a desk looking at
the national data base )
Hopefully I have been some what clear with this email.
If not happy to have a meeting on the computer or talk via phone
Regards
Affective Electrical

